A color wheel is a pie chart that shows how colors relate to each other.
WHAT ARE PRIMARY COLORS?

Use your crayons to color in the primary colors!

red
blue
yellow

They are called primary colors because when you mix them, they make ALL the other colors.
How do primary colors work?

Use this color chart and your crayons to practice color mixing.

red + yellow =

red + blue =

blue + yellow =

Trace a shape as many times as you can. Then color in the new shapes with your crayons.

Use primary colors for the main shapes. Use the colors they make where they overlap.
Using the magnifying glass, find the following colors and materials.

☐ I spy ... artwork with red.

☐ I spy ... artwork with blue.

☐ I spy ... artwork with yellow.

☐ I spy ... artwork with your favorite color.

☐ I spy ... artwork with no color (black or white).

☐ I spy ... artwork with only one color
Choose a work of art that displays colors. What colors do you see?

Using your crayons, copy as many colors into the squares that you see
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